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WHAT’S NEW 
IN THIS EDITION?
Since 1995, when the first edition of this book appeared, a number of 
changes have taken place that demanded a fresh look. Back then, infor-
mation literacy was still a new idea that had to be argued for; today it is 
commonplace in F–8 classrooms. Less well recognised is the importance 
of visual literacy, but this too has been changing. In many curriculum 
documents visual literacy does appear, though “visual texts” can mean 
many things, from diagrams to sign language to movies to picture books. 
The value of illustrations in children’s picture books is widely appreci-
ated. But the importance of graphics within information literacy could 
be better understood. It seems necessary, therefore, to restate the case 
for visual information literacy.

Digital Literacy Has Changed Us
Another change that needs to be addressed is the growth of digital 
literacy, especially the very visual ways in which digital information is 
displayed. Digital texts have transformed how we look for information. 
Not only have the multi-volume print encyclopedias disappeared, but 
so have the CD-ROM encyclopedias that were supposed to replace 
them. Encyclopedias have evaporated into cyberspace, where they are 
updated not once every ten years or even once a year (the yearbook), but 
constantly, instantly, and more or less reliably. Another change is the 
decline in the importance of desktop computers and the rise of smart-
phones, tablets and other “devices” for reading and writing informa-
tion. When the first edition of this book appeared in 1995, a handheld 
gadget that linked us to anywhere in the world was something we saw in 
movies. We are all Dick Tracy now. The smartphone is the new wrist-
watch, on which all the world’s texts can be concentrated. On tablets as 
well as smartphones information can be read, manipulated, written and 
exchanged. 
 Digital information has had a significant effect on print informa-
tion. To take one example, the newspaper, not so long ago a black-
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and-white object dominated by words, is now in full colour with much 
of its space given to graphics. In the 1990s the printed newspaper was 
indispensable; it is now said to be dying – though it has been reborn on 
our tablets. Meanwhile, conventional television is borrowing from its 
younger sister, the internet. TV news channels use more graphics and 
fewer “talking heads”. Even the camera is less important than it used to 
be, as maps and graphs can give us a more analytical kind of news. 
 Book, pen and pencil are of course still important. But we are 
witnessing a partial disconnection of literacy from the book and pen. 
As reading and writing on a tablet or other “device” become more the 
standard and less the exception, literacy looks more like operating an 
instrument. We are readers of books, but we are users of devices. For 
example, children don’t just look at star maps on their phones; they 
can now manipulate them, winding the planets forward and back in 
time. As reading is changing, so is writing. What we used to call “word 
processing” applications now permit us to draw graphs, tables and 
diagrams. Students can build their own flowcharts or tree diagrams by 
dragging words and arrows around the screen. Most of the student work 
in this book was made with pen and paper. Some of the diagrams were 
made on a tablet or a smartphone. 

Rethinking the New Edition
So much for the context. What of the book itself? The fact is the old 
edition needed more than updating. It needed to be rethought. Partly 
this was because it had been written in an exploratory way. Each visual 
text was considered in isolation. The first edition was not organised 
with much sense of how the parts fitted together. For example, there 
was little insight into what maps, treated in one chapter, might have 
in common with labelled diagrams, treated in another chapter. The 
organisation of the new edition reflects a very careful grouping of like 
with like. With this reorganisation, it became possible to sequence texts 
from simple to complex. More on this in a moment.
 Possibly more useful to the teacher who has to decide what to teach 
tomorrow is something we might call “visual thinking”. There was 
nothing about visual thinking in the old edition, but it now seems to 
me to be important. Consider what happens when we read a few para-
graphs about, say, how dinosaurs resemble birds and then summarise 
the passage, not as a page of scattered “notes”, but as a visual text, like a 
Venn diagram or a table. I will argue that the visual text gives students a 
structure into which they can carefully place those scattered notes – and 
that the visual summary adds something that is new. We see a pattern 
in the Venn diagram that is obscure in the page of scattered notes. The 
diagram shows us at a glance where the similarities and differences lie. 
And we are likely to find some gaps in the table – showing us where 
we need to do more investigating. The visual summary we have made 
has added to our understanding by the way it organises those notes. It 
forms a framework for student writers who don’t know what to write 
first, next or last. This strategy is of value not only to those students but 
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Chapter

DO I NEED 
THIS BOOK?
This book is for the teacher who believes that literacy is more than 
reading stories; literacy also includes reading and writing informa-
tion. Similarly, information literacy is more than communicating 
with words, because many information texts also include visual 
elements, such as diagrams, graphs, maps and tables. To provide a 
complete literacy program, therefore, we need to include opportu-
nities to draw information as well as to write it.

Visual Literacy Is Our “Other Language” 

We are all bilingual. Our second language, which we do not speak, 
but which we read and write every day, is visual. This second 
language goes unnoticed until we ask ourselves how we read the 
news (now more than ever with the aid of graphs and maps), use 
our smartphones (in which we navigate from one application to 
another by icons) or even drive to work (by means of graphics on 
street signs and our GPS devices). Visual literacy is not a cute new 
toy for children to play with; it is the means by which we manage 
in the everyday world.

Many Information Texts Use Visual Elements 

Whether we are thinking of school textbooks, Wikipedia, the 
TV weather report, science books or ticket vending machines, 
we are surrounded by information that uses graphics and symbols 
as well as words. We are reading these texts, both in books and 
beyond books, all the time. Students of all ages encounter these 
visual texts as frequently as adults do and are expected to under-
stand them, both at school and in everyday living. To reflect this 
range of literacies, a classroom program needs to include explicit 
instruction in how visual information works.

1
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functioning as text elements that communicate meaning; they refine, 
clarify, itemise and extend the meanings in the paragraphs.

Matching Text and Purpose 

If we expect students to produce visual texts of high quality, then we 
need to help them to decide which is the most appropriate (the most 
useful, clear, concise or memorable) visual text to choose. To achieve 
this, they need practise in asking questions like these:

• Is this information best presented as a table or as a diagram?
• Is it best explained in a paragraph or as a flowchart?
• Can I say this better as a set of instructions or as a storyboard or a 

combination of both?

 When selecting which text is most useful (to the writer and to the 
reader), it can be helpful to discuss a range of possible text forms before 
students embark on a final draft. To enable them to match text to 
purpose, provide students with some examples of different kinds of text; 
these could be selected from a checklist such as the one in Figure 2.9.
 When using a checklist such as this, give students these reminders:

• The best format is often the simplest and clearest.

Purpose

to explain

to instruct

to report

to recount

to persuade

Topic

how plastic is recycled

how to make a kite

Tyrannosaurus rex

field trip to the zoo

“smoking: quit for life”

Visual text

• flowchart (steps in recycling process) 
• pie chart (Which kinds of plastic are recycled?) 
• table (different recycling methods)

• picture glossary (materials needed) 
• storyboard (method/procedure)

• scale diagram (size of animal) 
• cutaway (to show skeleton inside) 
• tree diagram (evolution of carnivorous dinosaurs) 
• bird’s eye view (of habitat) 
• map (worldwide distribution of fossils) 
• time map (spread of dinosaurs)

• timeline or flowchart (our day at the zoo) 
• map (of zoo) 
• bar graph (how much different animals eat) 
• web (zoo jobs)

• photograph (overflowing ashtray) 
• line graph (cancer deaths since 1960) 
• cutaway diagram (smoker’s lungs) 
• bar graph (Which age group smokes the most?)

Figure 2.9 • Which Text? Matching Purpose, Topic and Text
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 You can further help students to see the full meaning of a text like 
this by asking them to explain what a valve or a sprocket is. Their defini-
tions will be derived from close observation of the picture: “Sprockets 
are the small triangular-shaped cogs on the wheel you turn with the 
pedals” (Alison, Year 4). 

Diagrams as Summaries 
After reading a book about large machines, Elizabeth (Year 1) was asked 
to draw a picture glossary to summarise what she had discovered about 
one of the machines in the book. Her diagram of a compactor (Figure 
4.7) labels some of the features of this road-making vehicle, giving 
prominence to the “roller that flattens the dirt”.
 Drawing a diagram to summarise what we are reading is rather like 
writing a page of notes for the same purpose. But Elizabeth’s diagram 
has certain advantages over words and phrases. For example, as well 
as itemising the parts of the vehicle, Elizabeth can show where they 
are in relation to each other and can (without words) emphasise the 
central role played by the driver who operates a set of levers. As with 
many labelled diagrams, the pictorial part offers information that is not 
provided by the words.
 In order to produce this text, Elizabeth needed to re-read the 
original text, study the picture (a photograph) and recompose the infor-
mation as a diagram. The activity is at the same time a comprehension 

Figure 4.7 • Diagram as Summary
Elizabeth (Year 1) produced a picture 
glossary that summarises some of the 
key facts she learned from a book about 
large machines.
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the writer in relation to other places; it can be drawn as a record of close 
observation of the writer’s immediate surroundings or as a memory 
record.

Working with Personal Maps

Personal maps help children find themselves in their social context. 
There is no reason why map making can’t begin in the first year of 
schooling.

Classroom Maps 
For young children, a good introduction to map making is to map some-
thing that everyone can see. The classroom is an obvious choice. The 
purpose of this activity is not to arrive at thirty identical maps; when 
displayed the maps are likely to differ and the differences will reveal a 
lot about the students’ interests, values and attitudes to their learning 
environment, as well as about their powers of observation and their skill 
in recording details.
 The classroom map in Figure 5.6 was produced by Lachlan and 
Adam, working as a pair, in a Foundation/Year 1 classroom. They have 
included a compass rose (which is oriented correctly for this classroom) 
and an attempt at a scale – this is the “key” at the foot of the map that 
tells us a plastic centimetre cube from a construction set (shown as a 
square) is equal to one hand span.

Using Personal Maps

Purposes:
• To answer the question, “Where am I?”

• To put ourselves in context (neighbourhood surroundings; “Where I live on 

Earth”)

Contexts:
• Humanities and social sciences: shelter, community services, environmental 

values; other countries

• Science: homes for animals (the classroom’s aquarium, “mouse house”, 

rabbit hutch etc.)

• Physical education: sports rules and strategies discussed using plans of a 

hockey field, basketball court etc.

Assessment: What to Look For:
• Identifies familiar places, pathways or activities using a map

• Understands the functions of a grid, key or legend, colour coding in maps

• Uses a compass and tape measure (or ruler) to establish distance and 

direction before drawing a map

• Recomposes information in a map as a set of instructions (“How to get 

to  –  – ”)
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• With a knife, cut actual cross sections of various kinds of fruit 
or vegetables, so as to inspect them with a magnifying lens 
and to record observations by drawing cross sections. Many 
kinds of fruit or vegetables are suitable for this activity, such as 
pumpkins, tomatoes, apples, carrots oranges or celery.

2 Form small groups in which students can do the following:
• Name and discuss the details they can see
• Draw cross sections, first without and then with the aid of a 

magnifying lens
• Make lists of what questions they need to answer (for example, 

the names of the parts of the fruit) by referring to books in the 
library

• Design graphs or tables with headings such as shape, size, 
colour and number of seeds in each specimen

• Design a key to explain the parts of the diagram
• Write a caption and heading for the diagram

Working with Cross Sections 

In a Year 1 classroom the children were learning about fruit by cutting 
them open and drawing what they saw inside. They produced a collec-
tion of diagrams that showed careful observation. Haley’s labelled 
diagram of an apple (Figure 6.11), for example, notes incidental features, 
such as bruises, as well as the structural features, such as seeds, flesh 
and skin. Similarly, Luke’s diagram (Figure 6.12) includes a speculation 
based on his observation (“holes made by bugs”) and adds the suspected 

Using Cross Sections

Purposes:
• To investigate items that can be cut open for observation, such as a piece 

of fruit

• To devise diagrams that apply this principle to subjects we cannot 

physically cut open

• To interpret the information in cross sections using words only

Contexts:
• Science: water transport in plants; inside the human body; what the Earth 

is made of; how a volcano works; making your own microscope slides

• Health: the fruit and vegetables we eat; how to plant and grow food 

Assessment: What to Look For
• Understands the differences between the internal and external 

appearances of a subject

• Uses labelling and captions to explain a diagram

• Constructs a diagram from words-only information
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